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TOP - Serviceberry fruit on campus. (JMU/A. Sloop)
BOTTOM RIGHT - Evening grosbeak eating ripe serviceverry fruit. (Fafard.com)

Fruits of the Forest
As the warmer weather of summer approaches, all over
campus trees are soaking in the rays and producing not
only oxygen and shade, but some begin to fruit! One of
the first trees to produce fruit on campus is the
serviceberry. If you can beat the birds and other animals
to the sweet treats you will be met with a berry that
tastes like a strawberry and blueberry mashed together.
While you can eat the red berries, the sweetest taste is
when the berries turn a dark plump purple.

TREES IN BLOOM
Northern catalpa
Have you ever noticed the trees on
campus with the big heart shaped leaves?
Right now, with their showy, white blooms,
northern catalpas are easy to spot from a
distance. These big blooms and their long
seed pods have made them scarcer in
urban settings where blooms and pods
will blanket cars and sidewalks.
Southern magnolia tree bloom (wildflowers.org Alan Cressler)

Southern magnolia

Northern catalpa leaf with fallen bloom on top.
(JMU/A.Sloop)

When not in bloom, the catalpa is often
confused with the Princess Tree or
paulownia, which is a non-native invasive
tree. The catalpa tree has 3 leaves that
join at the stem, while the paulownia has
leaves in pairs. The seed pods of the
paulownia are round, while the catalpa
seeds pods are long, like a cigar aka, the
Monkey Cigar Tree, its other alias.

Also beginning to bloom on campus is the
Southern magnolia, one of the later
magnolia varieties to bloom. You can't miss
the smell once they start. The Southern
magnolia is known for its very fragrant
flowers. This magnolia species can take up
to 5-10 years to bloom, but most say it is
worth the wait! Blooms release a lemoncitronella smell and can get as wide as a
foot. Most are unaware that the Southern
magnolia's blooms are edible! Though they
taste just as strong as they smell. In Europe
they are most often pickled and chopped
small to add to salads or placed in honey or
teas to diffuse the lemony floral taste. The
leaves can be used just as you would a bay
leaf, to flavor soups and dishes.
(https://eatwild.weebly.com/blog/magnolia)
If you are thinking of planting one, make sure
you leave plenty of space for its root and
branch growth. Trees can get up to 30-50
feet wide. Roots can extend as far as three
feet beyond the lower branches. They are an
evergreen and will drop leaves throughout
the year. In Virginia, we are on the northern
edge of their native climate range.

